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It is Well with My Soul
Proclaiming the glory of God and His handiwork, It Is Well with My Soul takes readers on a restful Sunday drive to the
country and city churches of Thomas Kinkade. This beautifully bound gift book also includes other inspirational works by
America's favorite artist, including "Bridge of Faith" and "Beacon of Hope". Featuring a variety of seasonal settings and
carefully selected text to match the artwork, It Is Well with My Soul is an invitation to center your life and heart in what
matters most. A welcome addition to Harvest House's extremely successful Lighted Path Collection.

Thomas Kinkade's Cape Light: Songs of Christmas
The loveliest gift of the year-the new Christmas novel set in the beloved town Lucy and Charlie's relationship has been on
the rocks, but just as Lucy's about to call it quits, a runaway teenager crosses her path. It turns out this girl has been
shuffled from home to home and has decided to make her own destiny-landing in Cape Light. Lucy takes her in despite
Charlie's protests. This could be the thing that makes or breaks their frayed relationship With a grown son embarking on his
own life, and an ex-husband starting a new family, Betty realizes it's time to find a partner of her own. Then Santa bears an
unexpected gift at the Rotary Club's Christmas party: himself. Beyond the red suit and the padding, she notices a twinkle in
his eye. Has the holiday cheer gone to her head, or is she really attracted to a struggling magazine writer who plays dressup? But things aren't always as they seem, especially in Cape Light-and unless Betty realizes that good things come in
different packages, she risks Santa passing over her this Christmas.
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The Tale of Despereaux
’Tis the season to celebrate with friends. Some are old, some are new…and some are totally unexpected. It’s the happiest
time of year, but the Christmas spirit is lost on Lillian Warwick. Her beloved Ezra’s failing health requires the help of an aide.
Estrella Salazar quickly wins Ezra’s admiration, but drives Lillian absolutely crazy. When a brutal storm forces Estrella’s
family to take shelter under Lillian’s roof, her humbuggery is pushed to its limits. Amanda Harding, a recent graduate and
accomplished musician, reluctantly comes home to Cape Light and hopes to find a seat in a big-city symphony. In the
meantime, the job of music director at Reverend Ben’s church seems good enough. Unfortunately, she must share her
practice space with Gabriel Bailey, the rough-around-the-edges craftsman. But something rare and wonderful flourishes
between them. When Amanda is offered an opportunity to perform far from Cape Light, Gabriel encourages her to pursue it.
But must she choose between her music and losing Gabriel forever? As Christmas nears, Lillian and Amanda both hearken
to the sound of their favorite carols, but soon learn that sometimes the sweetest songs of Christmas are still waiting to be
sung…

All I Want for Christmas Is a Vampire
In this novel in Thomas Kinkade and Katherine Spencer’s heartwarming series, it’s the most wonderful time of the year, and
Cape Light has received two special Christmas guests James Cameron, a minister who runs a mission in Central America,
has decided to spend the holidays in Cape Light. But when his car collides with another car, a hint of trouble befalls this
close-knit community. No one is hurt, but out-of-towner Leigh Baxter is forced to stay in town until her car is fixed. What she
doesn’t expect, however, is that the charm of this beautiful seaside hamlet and its citizens will soon win her over—and that
she will fall in love with James, who has so generously welcomed her into his life. But will James accept Leigh in his heart
once her dark secrets come to light? In the meantime, Jessica and Sam Morgan’s relationship is put to the test. More than
anything else this Christmas, they want a baby to call their own. But soon they’ll discover that life’s most precious gifts
often come in unexpected packages

Thomas Kinkade
As the spirit of the season is spreading through the rustic seaside hamlet of Cape Light, town mayor Emily recieves an
unexpected and precious Christmas gift: a baby girl tucked away in a decorative cradle set up outside the church, with a
note begging whoever discovers the child to take care of her. Emily is granted temporary custody - and realizes that if the
mother is not found, she desperately wants to keep baby Jane as her own. Now, in the midst of the year's most joyous
season, Emily must come to terms with her duty to her own family, her own feelings of regret and loss - and what her heart
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truly desires.

Thomas Kinkade's Cape Light: Christmas Blessings
An adventurous story of a frontier boy raised by Indians, The Light in the Forest is a beloved American classic. When John
Cameron Butler was a child, he was captured in a raid on the Pennsylvania frontier and adopted by the great warrrior
Cuyloga. Renamed True Son, he came to think of himself as fully Indian. But eleven years later his tribe, the Lenni Lenape,
has signed a treaty with the white men and agreed to return their captives, including fifteen-year-old True Son. Now he
must go back to the family he has forgotten, whose language is no longer his, and whose ways of dress and behavior are as
strange to him as the ways of the forest are to them. From the Paperback edition.

On Christmas Eve
In dark, wintry Lochdubh, Christmas Cheer is about as welcome as a flat tyre on a deserted road. The Calvinist element in
town has always resisted what they view as secular frivolity, so for most of the townsfolk there'll be no carols, feasting, gifts
- or even whisky on Christmas Day! And for PC Hamish Macbeth there's no holiday from crime - he finds himself hunting for
a missing cat belonging to a lonely spinster. Curt and unfriendly, the woman is convinced her pet has been stolen but once
behind her heavily-bolted door, Hamish can spot her true problem - she lives in fear, though of who or what he cannot
guess. Then someone steals a Christmas tree and lights from the nearby village of Cnothan. So it is up to Hamish to sort all
these problems out - and he had better do it quickly, for the church bells will soon peal on the eve of Christmas. This one-off
standalone story is a special Christmas treat for all fans of Hamish Macbeth and can be read at any point in the ongoing
series. Praise for the Hamish Macbeth series: 'First rate deft social comedy and wonderfully realized atmosphere.' Booklist
'It's always a treat to return to Lochdubh.' New York Times 'Readers will enjoy the quirks and unique qualities of the cast
Beaton catches the beauty of the area's natural geography and succinctly describes its distinct flavour.' Library Journal
'Befuddled, earnest and utterly endearing, Hamish makes his triumphs sweetly satisfying.' Publishers Weekly

A Christmas To Remember
’Tis the season to celebrate with friends. Some are old, some are new…and some are totally unexpected. It’s the happiest
time of year, but the Christmas spirit is lost on Lillian Warwick. Her beloved Ezra’s failing health requires the help of an aide.
Estrella Salazar quickly wins Ezra’s admiration, but drives Lillian absolutely crazy. When a brutal storm forces Estrella’s
family to take shelter under Lillian’s roof, her humbuggery is pushed to its limits. Amanda Harding, a recent graduate and
accomplished musician, reluctantly comes home to Cape Light and hopes to find a seat in a big-city symphony. In the
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meantime, the job of music director at Reverend Ben’s church seems good enough. Unfortunately, she must share her
practice space with Gabriel Bailey, the rough-around-the-edges craftsman. But something rare and wonderful flourishes
between them. When Amanda is offered an opportunity to perform far from Cape Light, Gabriel encourages her to pursue it.
But must she choose between her music and losing Gabriel forever? As Christmas nears, Lillian and Amanda both hearken
to the sound of their favorite carols, but soon learn that sometimes the sweetest songs of Christmas are still waiting to be
sung…

A Wandering Heart
On Angel Island, Claire North meets up with a former patron of the soup kitchen she ran in Boston and the newly single
Avery Bishop tries to open a cafe.

A Springtime Heart
A brave mouse, a covetous rat, a wishful serving girl, and a princess named Pea come together in Kate DiCamillo's Newbery
Medal–winning tale. Welcome to the story of Despereaux Tilling, a mouse who is in love with music, stories, and a princess
named Pea. It is also the story of a rat called Roscuro, who lives in the darkness and covets a world filled with light. And it is
the story of Miggery Sow, a slow-witted serving girl who harbors a simple, impossible wish. These three characters are
about to embark on a journey that will lead them down into a horrible dungeon, up into a glittering castle, and, ultimately,
into each other's lives. What happens then? As Kate DiCamillo would say: Reader, it is your destiny to find out. With blackand-white illustrations and a refreshed cover by Timothy Basil Ering.

Thomas Kinkade's Home for Christmas
This Christmas the peaceful town of Cape Light shines extra bright. When Lauren Willoughby returns to Cape Light for the
holidays, she’s hardly feeling festive. Although her family views her as a sharp, successful New York attorney, she’s come
home to heal from a bad breakup and a career setback. While freelancing for a local law firm, Lauren meets Cole McGuire, a
widower and a single father, as difficult to deal with as he is attractive. His sweet daughter Phoebe is instantly drawn to
Lauren’s whimsical side, and Cole’s reserve is soon worn down by her straight-talking charm. Lauren knows she’s falling
hard for this handsome, enigmatic man and his adorable little girl, but worries that the attachment can only lead to
heartache. For Phoebe’s sake, Cole is committed to a quiet country life while Lauren is a city girl, determined to return to
the bright lights to make her mark. Meanwhile, a movie crew has come to Cape Light, and the entire town is starstruck.
Everyone except Lucy Bates, who harbors a secret about the film’s star, Craig Hamilton. One magical summer long ago,
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they met at the village theater and fell in love. Despite their big plans and promises, Craig broke her heart. They never
spoke again and she’s certainly never forgiven him. Yet, for some uncanny reason, he’s appeared out of the blue. Will she
accept this chance to sort out their painful past? Or forever regret it? And to Lillian Warwick-Elliot’s dismay, one chilly night
her husband Ezra takes in a scruffy, little dog. Lillian is determined to pass the stray to “a more suitable family.” But at
what cost to her marriage and Ezra’s devotion? With Christmas nearly here, can the good folks of Cape Light open their
hearts to forgiveness and love?

A Moveable Feast
The Christmas season brings the promise of new beginnings in this next novel by the New York Times bestselling author of
the Angel Island series. Before Christmas comes. Martin Nightingale was no stranger to Cape Light. He spent many happy
summers there as a boy. Now, he's returned to fulfill the unusual terms of his grandfather's will. In order to collect his
inheritance, Martin must spread joy throughout the town with anonymous gifts. A shy man who doesn't make friends easily,
Martin is stumped by the role of Secret Santa. But a pretty police officer, Louisa Tully shows him that, "A stranger is just a
friend you haven't met yet." One Christmas, long ago Martin's grandfather, Walter was a toy-making genius, but a terrible
businessman. The Christmas of 1955 seemed the last for Nightingale's Magical Toy Shop. Until miracles arrived, along with
a stray dog named, Otis. But, as Martin discovers, his grandfather's greatest legacy is a priceless lesson about giving from
the heart.

Thomas Kinkade's Cape Light: One Bright Christmas
Ernest Hemingway’s classic memoir of Paris in the 1920s, now available in a restored edition, includes the original
manuscript along with insightful recollections and unfinished sketches. Published posthumously in 1964, A Moveable Feast
remains one of Ernest Hemingway’s most enduring works. Since Hemingway’s personal papers were released in 1979,
scholars have examined the changes made to the text before publication. Now, this special restored edition presents the
original manuscript as the author prepared it to be published. Featuring a personal Foreword by Patrick Hemingway,
Ernest’s sole surviving son, and an Introduction by grandson of the author, Seán Hemingway, editor of this edition, the book
also includes a number of unfinished, never-before-published Paris sketches revealing experiences that Hemingway had
with his son, Jack, and his first wife Hadley. Also included are irreverent portraits of literary luminaries, such as F. Scott
Fitzgerald and Ford Maddox Ford, and insightful recollections of Hemingway’s own early experiments with his craft. Widely
celebrated and debated by critics and readers everywhere, the restored edition of A Moveable Feast brilliantly evokes the
exuberant mood of Paris after World War I and the unbridled creativity and unquenchable enthusiasm that Hemingway
himself epitomized.
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Christ, the Light of the World
A Christmas light shines bright in the midst of the darkest winter in this novel in Thomas Kinkade and Katherine Spencer’s
Cape Light series. With Christmas only a few weeks away, Sam and Jessica Morgan look forward to celebrating the joyous
day together. But when they’re awakened by the smoke alarm in the midst of one quiet night, they barely make it outside
before their beloved house is engulfed in flames. Meanwhile, single mom Julie Newton and her seven-year-old daughter
appear on Jack Sawyer’s doorstep, thanks to bad weather, a broken-down car, and a dead cell phone battery. And though
Jack, still mourning the loss of his wife, feels none of the holiday spirit, he can’t turn them away. As Sam and Jessica
become perpetual guests in others’ homes, trying to piece their future back together, and Jack finds his frozen heart
melting day by day, it soon becomes clearer than ever that miracles can happen even in the humblest of settings.

A New Leaf
Christmas brings big changes to the Inn on Angel Island…and for the Warwick family in Cape Light, secrets long hidden
must be revealed. Liza Merritt is grateful for the many blessings in her life when she returns to Angel Island with her family
to celebrate Thanksgiving. Most of all, she’s looking forward to a reunion with her dear friend, Claire North. Claire seems
untouched by the years she’s spent faithfully watching over Liza’s inn. Still, it is troubling to see that the hotel is no longer
the sparkling jewel it once was. It’s a hard truth to face, but big decisions must be made. Is this the last Christmas they will
all be together? In Cape Light village, Emily Warwick and her sister, Jessica Morgan cheerfully plan a surprise party for Ezra
Elliott’s 90th birthday. Ezra is so dear to his family, and everyone in town wants to honor the kind and generous doctor. But
in the midst of their happy plans, Emily faces an unexpected challenge. It’s one that will test her moral courage and her
bond with her adopted daughter, Jane. By the time Christmas comes, Emily must decide if she should reveal a secret that
will forever alter the lives of everyone she loves.

Thomas Kinkade's Cape Light: When Christmas Comes
Recovering from bypass surgery, Reverend Ben contemplates his last Christmas as pastor of the Cape Light church and
giving his beloved job to the interim minister. Reprint.

The Gathering Place
Describes how a small community works together to help save the home of one of its residents, while a young man
discovers the meaning of friendship, love, and what it means to be an artist.
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Thomas Kinkade's Cape Light: A Christmas Secret
Toni Davis's Christmas wish list 1. Springing my best friend from the psych ward. 2. Living somewhere that doesn't have
coffins in the basement. Occupied coffins. 3. Finding Mr. Right. Please make him tall, dark, handsome, and alive. This
Christmas isn't so merry for Toni. Her best friend's been locked up in a mental hospital ever since she told the police she
was attacked by vampires, and the only way for Toni to get her out is to prove that bloodsuckers really do exist. So she's
taken a job as a bodyguard for the Undead, but she gets more than she bargained for, especially when she meets Ian
MacPhie, a Scottish rascal looking for Ms. Right. Although Ian's nearly five centuries old, he looks and acts like a twentyseven-year-old hunk. How can a dead man be so damn sexy? Could Mr. Wrong be Mr. Right? One forbidden kiss could lead
to an eternity of passion—and all it takes is one moment under the mistletoe . . .

Away in a Manger
Cousins Amanda, Sophie, and Fanny Broadmoor are as close as sisters, but when their grandfather dies, the inheritance he
bestows threatens to tear them apart. Will the girls choose the path high society demands or forge their own ways? Set in
the beautiful and unique Thousand Islands area, The Broadmoor Legacy combines the writing talents of two bestselling
authors for a heart-stirring series featuring three young women looking for love and a legacy in the 1890s.

A Highland Christmas
A heartwarming novel from America's most popular living artist journeys to the picturesque village of Cape Light on the
coast of New England, a hamlet populated by colorful inhabitants who share a strong sense of community and caring for
their neighbors. Reprint.

The Inn at Angel Island
A second chance at love blooms in the quaint Amish community of Promise Glen, from national bestselling author Marta
Perry. Dorcas Beiler's reckless teenage years are far behind her. She's serious and responsible now, and the good people of
Promise Glen trust her with the education of their children. But when her first love returns after years of exile from the
community, her past comes rushing back. Thomas is the only one who knows her secret, and despite his careless charm
and teasing manner, she refuses to let her guard down. Thomas Fisher has plans. Plans to start a construction company and
prove himself a success to all those who doubted him, and plans to find the woman he left behind. His chance comes when
he lands the opportunity to rebuild the stable and shed at the community school. He won't be paid for his time, but he'll be
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able to showcase his abilitiesand spend time with Dorcas. Scenting love in the air, Dorcas's young pupils make excuses to
bring them together. As old feelings stir, Dorcas and Thomas wonder whether their first love might also be their last.

A Season of Angels
New York Times bestselling authors Thomas Kinkade and Katherine Spencer take a nostalgic journey into the Cape Light of
Christmas past As Cape Light dwellers get ready to deck the halls for a Christmas to remember, curmudgeonly Lillian
Warwick is confined to bed, injured after a nasty fall. Cared for by her daughters, Emily and Jessica, she lets her thoughts
drift back to the holiday season of 1955, when she first met Oliver Warwick, the dashing man who would become her
husband. Recounting those romantic early days, she is reminded of a time when she had much to be grateful for-and
recognizes the mistakes she's made since. And to cap off this life-altering season, there just might be a winter wedding on
the horizon.

Grandmother's Memories to Her Grandchild
A box of old photos renews memories of the Reverend Ben Lewis' challenging first Christmas in Cape Light, while his
daughter, Rachel, contemplates a future without her beloved husband before considering a new relationship. By the bestselling author of the Angel Island novels. 50,000 first printing.

All is Bright
Thirty-one readings help individuals and families prepare for and celebrate Christmas, while Kinkade's glowing art lights up
the pages with color, warmth, and nostalgia.

A Christmas Promise
A classic Christmas song is illustrated by the internationally recognized artist.

Harbor of the Heart
This journal will help your grandchild discover who you are, from the dreams of your childhood to your dreams for your
grandchild’s future. Written in your own words, it will be a cherished keepsake of your memories, hopes, dreams, and faith.
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A Wish for Christmas
Nothing captures the essence of the holidays like Thomas Kinkade's paintings-and the unforgettable town of Cape Light.
Gifts of kindness are never forgotten After serving in Iraq, the injured David has returned home to find his widowed father
remarried and his ex-girlfriend working for him on his tree farm. Trying not to seem bitter or discouraged is even harder
than the physical therapy, and David realizes that he not only needs to heal his body but his heart as well. Meanwhile,
Lillian Warwick's daughters are concerned about their elderly mother living on her own. But when a friend, Dr. Ezra Elliot, is
in need of help, Lillian finds they value each other beyond just friendship. Now, she's wondering if it's not to late to let love
into her life.

Songs of Christmas
The holiday season is upon the townspeople of Cape Light when minister James McDougal's car collides with out-of-towner
Leigh Baxter's. While no one is hurt, Leigh is forced to stay until her car is fixedQbut finds herself enamored with the
seaside hamlet and its minister. Will he accept her into his heart if her dark secrets ever come to light?
0-425-19825-1$19.95 / Penguin Group

A Christmas Star
New York Times bestselling authors Thomas Kinkade and Katherine Spencer present the first novel in the Angel Island
series, set on an island a stone's skip away from Cape Light Liza Martin arrives on Angel Island eager to sell off the rundown
inn she inherited and return to her busy life in Boston. Back home await her unstable career as an advertising
executive—and a broken marriage. Angel Island is just one more burden… But as Liza recalls the golden summers of her
childhood, she begins to second-guess herself. And she wants to know more about Daniel Merritt, the charming handyman
who’s helping repair the inn, but Liza doesn’t have time for romance…or much else. Sometimes Liza sees her life flying
by—and, at the same time, going nowhere. It may take a band of angels to mend her broken wings and redirect her soul

The Wedding Promise
One of the most beloved and bestselling novels of spiritual adventure ever published, Ishmael has earned a passionate
following among readers and critics alike. This special twenty-fifth anniversary edition features a new foreword and
afterword by the author, as well as an excerpt from My Ishmael. TEACHER SEEKS PUPIL. Must have an earnest desire to
save the world. Apply in person. It was just a three-line ad in the personals section, but it launched the adventure of a
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lifetime. So begins an utterly unique and captivating novel. In Ishmael, which received the Turner Tomorrow Fellowship for
the best work of fiction offering positive solutions to global problems, Daniel Quinn parses humanity’s origins and its
relationship with nature, in search of an answer to this challenging question: How can we save the world from ourselves?
Praise for Ishmael “As suspenseful, inventive, and socially urgent as any fiction or nonfiction you are likely to read this or
any other year.”—The Austin Chronicle “Before we’re halfway through this slim book . . . we’re in [Daniel Quinn’s] grip, we
want Ishmael to teach us how to save the planet from ourselves. We want to change our lives.”—The Washington Post
“Arthur Koestler, in an essay in which he wondered whether mankind would go the way of the dinosaur, formulated what he
called the Dinosaur’s Prayer: ‘Lord, a little more time!’ Ishmael does its bit to answer that prayer and may just possibly
have bought us all a little more time.”—Los Angeles Times

Thomas Kinkade's Cape Light: Together for Christmas
"Liza Martin and Daniel Merritt are closer than ever. She knows that he gave up his medical practice because he blamed
himself for a patient's death. When Daniel uses his skills to treat a shipwrecked sailor, Liza realizes she must encourage him
to pursue his career even if it means he may leave Angel Island"--

The Light in the Forest
All the stars come out in Cape Light… A movie crew arrives to shoot a film in Cape Light, and Angel Island provides a
perfect backdrop. Liza’s inn welcomes the cast and crew, including the famous actress Charlotte Miller. Charlotte is
surprisingly down to earth and is totally charmed by the island, especially the inn, where she chooses to stay instead of at
more lavish accommodations. But one day, Charlotte nearly drowns and is saved by local fisherman Colin Doyle. Their
attraction is instant and undeniable—even though they come from completely different worlds. As Charlotte spends more
time on the island, the relationship seems meant to be. They keep meeting up, by accident at first, then on purpose. But
Colin believes he has little to offer this celebrated beauty. He doesn’t realize that Charlotte would give up her glamorous life
for him and Angel Island, if only she knew his true feelings. It seems only a miracle could bring them together. Then again,
with faith and love on their side, Angel Island is just the sort of place where miracles can happen.

The Christmas Angel
So often we hold back and fail to express our feelings of love and joy to the ones we hold dear. This year, the residents of
Cape Light and Angel Island will learn to speak what's in their hearts After a serious medical scare, Adele realizes that her
greatest regret is that she sat idly by while a petty dispute tore her family apart. She has returned to Cape Light
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determined to mend the relationship between her feuding sons and bring everyone together for the holidays. Lucky for
Adele, miracles can happen at the Inn at Angel Island.

Christmas Treasures
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Angel Island series comes the sixteenth Christmas novel set in Thomas
Kinkade’s beloved town of Cape Light. The holiday season finds one treasured relationship about to be torn apartwhile
another is just coming together. As Christmas approaches, Molly Harding and her partner—and best friend—Betty Bowman
are swept up in the annual holiday rush at Willoughby’s Fine Food and Catering. With the business on shaky financial
ground this year, the stakes are high. Suddenly, Betty must step back from the race to care for her husband, who is
recovering from a serious injury. Molly is secretly overwhelmed but can’t bring herself to burden her friend with bad news.
But Molly knows that, sooner or later, the truth will come out. Then what? Will her independent, “I can do it” attitude bring
ruin to the business that means so much to them? Even more important, will it destroy her close and loving friendship with
Betty? Meanwhile, a single mother, Carrie Munro, and her son, Noah, have come to Cape Light with the dream of starting a
new life. Out of work, Carrie can hardly believe her luck when she gets a job working for Reverend Ben. Noah likes his new
school and he’s especially happy with a new friend named Theo, whom Noah insists is an angel. Carrie is at first
amused…then concerned. She hopes Dr. Jeffrey Carlson, a child psychologist, can help her son and help her understand the
cause for Noah’s need for this imaginary friend. But as Christmas draws closer, Carrie starts to wonder if she’s the one who
really needs Jeff’s guidance—to help her see the world again with the open, trusting heart of a child, and with the faith that
anything is possible. Even angels. Even love. From the Hardcover edition.

The Broadmoor Legacy
Full-color reproductions celebrate the art work of one of America's landscape painters known for his light filled rural and
urban vistas.

Ishmael
Revel in the spirit of Christmas, and let your heart be an open book with a heartwarming novel set in Thomas Kinkade’s
charming town of Cape Light Shortly before the start of the holidays, successful renovation business owner Sam Morgan has
an accident on site that leaves him housebound. The timing could not be worse, as his wife, Jessica, just left her job to run
an animal rescue shelter on their property. Now, not only are they without two regular incomes, but Sam has to recoup in
the middle of a small zoo. His oldest son, Darrell, a senior in college, assures Sam that he can step in and run the business.
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But Sam is opposed to Darrell leaving college and doubts his son can fill his work boots. Meanwhile, Jean Whitman has
returned to her childhood home, Cape Light, to care for her ill mother. The relationship between Jean and her mother has
never been easy; Jean has never been able to please Cynthia. To build common ground, Jean reopens Cynthia’s old
bookstore café. But what Jean doesn’t know is that one of the first customers to walk through the door will change her life
forever.

The Way Home
Disillusioned by romance and love since her bitter divorce, single mother Molly Willoughby has steered away from personal
relationships and abandoned her dream of opening her own catering business, until she meets widower Dr. Matthew Foster,
a newcomer who has come to Cape Light to build a new life for himself and his teenage daughter. Reprint.

A Christmas Promise
Welcome to Angel Island…Its captivating spirit can be felt from the shores of its windswept beaches to the heights of the
spectacular Angel Wings Cliffs. The island is said to harbor angels who help guide the lost, delivering them from despair and
darkness into the golden light of love and faith. The inn is open for business, and owner Liza Martin has booked her first
event—a wedding—even though renovations aren’t completed. This brings more of attractive handyman Daniel Merritt into
her life, but as Liza starts falling for him, she learns that Daniel is a man with secrets. Liza doesn’t have time to dwell on her
love life with all the wedding preparations taking place. She wants to make the event perfect, but the growing tension
between the couple worries her. On the day of the wedding a storm rolls in—and the groom disappears. Everything is going
wrong, and Liza needs a miracle. But, if you have faith and love, Angel Island is the sort of place where miracles can
happen…

Cape Light
This moving novel in Thomas Kinkade and Katherine Spencer's New York Times bestselling Cape Light series takes us back
to the tightly knit community on the New England coast that has captured our hearts… Now that the Cape Light election is
over, Mayor Emily Warwick can finally focus on her burgeoning relationship with Sara—the daughter she gave up for
adoption twenty years ago. Seeing her after all these years has stirred up some conflicting feelings for Emily. While she is
grateful to have Sara back in her life, she can’t help but regret their years apart. Typically she would turn to Reverend Ben
for guidance, but turmoil within his own family has inspired a crisis of faith for the minister, making him question whether
he is qualified to counsel his congregants. And then there’s the fact that Emily is slowly falling for newspaper publisher Dan
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Forbes, who’d been all set to leave for an extended sailing trip until an accident dashed his plans—giving him and Emily
more time to develop their bond. But with two grown children of his own, would Dan ever want to start another family?
Emily hopes so—because she’s eager for a second chance at life

Expect a Miracle
New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel shares her favorite words of wisdom, sayings, and quotes that she has
turned to time and time again for inspiration and comfort. When Danielle Steel was a young girl, her grandmother gave her
a beautiful antique book with blank pages inside. She wasn’t quite sure what to do with it. Draw? Write? Soon, she began to
discover quotes she liked—words from other people that she wanted to keep and hold on to. She started to write them
down on those smooth ivory pages. That habit of gathering sayings has stayed with Danielle throughout the years. And
now, after a lifetime of collecting, she shares the quotations that have meant the most to her—lines from books and
magazines, pieces of poetry, short passages from the Bible, and quotes gathered from the world around her. These are the
words that bring her wisdom and humor, inspiration and comfort, and, above all, joy. May Expect a Miracle bring the same
to you, too.
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